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A s--act of

CREATING THE COMMAND AND CONTROL DIFFERENTIAL

The Desert Storm experience and the explosion in electronic

technologies have higtiliqhted the need for a joint war fighting

strategy that attacks the enemy's command and control process whi!l

;-:ctectinq sur- own capabilities. e:--ta,.dir-; the Command and

ConIroL (Ce) process and the intelligence cycle 4nteraction is key

to himp'-entation of a joint strategy. By attacking key

Tunct4-rcs ere!7ýy Cie 'process, Cot'mnr~d, Control and c.iati orns

Countermeasures (C--ICMI strategies can create the environment that

enables friendly forces to act faster than enemy forces (the

command and control differential). Successful executivn of joint

C-10 involves employment of joint assets in a integrated,

synchronized, and coordinated manner. Although there are many

considerations in employing 'oint COCM strategies the following are

key. First, the joint force commander should ensure a dedicated

team of experts are on the joint staff to plan and conduct joint

CICM strategies. Component commands should mirror the emphasis by

the joint commander. Second, CO protection, including operations

security, must be emphasized to ensure that our command and control

functions effectively and Counter C-2 measures are guarded. Last,

critical intelligence and communications system problems, such as

interoperability, need to be corrected for the command and control

differential to bc achieved.
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PREFACE

Throughout this paper the terms Command and Control (C2)

systems and Command, Control and Communications (C3) systems are

used. In recent publications the term Command, Control,

Communications and Computer systems (C4) systems has repl-.%z: C1

systems, C3 systems, communications, and communications-

electronics. To avoid c -is~on when discussing C3 countermeasures

the term C3 systems is. used to encompass all other terms associated

with C3 and inci-des com•puter hardware and software.
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CREATING THE COMMAND AND CONTROL DIFFERENTIAL

Ci-APTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem. Desert Storm emphasized the critical role of

Command, Control and Communications (C,3) systems. For allied

forces C2 was not just a force multiplier but a force enabler. In

addition, some of the first bombing targets were Saddam Hussein's

command and control structure.' During this war, though, we faced

an enemy that underestimated coalition abilities and allowed allied

forces months to install sophisticated C:- systems and ma;ke them

interoperable.0 As our adversaries also learn lessons from Desert

Storm, U.S. forces may no longer have the advantages it had when

fighting against the Iraqis. To create the command and control

(CO) differential coalition forces enjoyed during Desert Storm,

joint commanders need to use an integrated COCM strategy based on

knowledge of the CO process and intelligence cycle. This strategy

may be the key tu successful operations in the future.

Thesis. 3oint Publication I calls for concentration of

overwhelming joint forces, based on skillfulness of employment,

seizing the initiative by taking calculated risks to throw the

enemy off balance, and agility, which aims to out do the enemy's

ability to think, plan, communicate and act. 3 The successful

implementation of these principles of joint warfare are directly
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related to the efficiency of the Joint Force Commander's !JFC) C'!

process in conjunction with an ineffective enemy Cc' process. If

the JFC can create a positive differential between how fast

friendly forces can act versus the enemy E ability to act the

principles of joint warfare can be implemented.

The new doctrinal statement of joint operational concepts calls

for t ...a Fz . .... hif.•-.,ati~ n Qiffe•-•ta" This may be

the key to "avoiding unnecessary and expensive operations, in terms

of lives and national resources"I.4 Today, the U.S. military

can assume an information differential with any potential

adversary. This may not occur in the future as third world

countries gain more space capabilities, anti-satellite weapons

increase, high quality intelligence becomes increasingly available

on the commercial market, and our own capabilities are degraded

through defense cutbacks. In t-. e it will be increasingly

necessary to use joint CýCM assets to create an information

differential to gain an advantage in the CO process.

Recommendations. The JFC must be prepared to employ a

combination of air, land, sea, special operations, and space

capabilities as C3 CM to blind the enemy and sever command links.1

The JFC and dedicated team of experts must fully implement a joint

war fighting concept based on C`CM to create the information and,

correspondingly, the CL differential. This cannot be a piecemeal,

fragmented effort delegated for the components to implement

independently but one that incorporates all assets into a



synergistic war figrt:Ang strategy. The team must employ C-Ci'1

strategies that use the components tools of operations security,

jamming, deception and selected destruction to perform the most

effective Counter C1' and crit C---l C ý :r•tect= n Missions.

The JFC and the expert team needs to direct efforts towards CO

Protection. First, C`3 Protection measures can and should be

enforced through heightened training and awareness to increase our

capazilii; in oar-rime to create the LZr.' oi;fee;e&riah,. .

Security (OPSEC) must be practiced in day-to-day actions to be

affactive d1-ring a crisis. Secondly, interoperable communications

and reliable intelligence dissemination must be an enforced

standard, not something that takes six months of reengineering

efforts to accomplish. An ineffective Ce process is created when

forces Lose the capability to communicate with each other and the

feedback on events during the crisis. Until the communications and

intelligence system p-oblems are solved C34CM war fighting

strategies can neither be fully effective or implemented.

In order to provide a baseline understanding of the Joijnt use

of C-CM strategies, the next chapter explains the CO process and

its interaction with the intelligence cycle. Chapter III explains

C3 CM and how it can be used to create the Ce differential. Chapter

IV provides recommendations for the joint commander which, if

implemented, will lead to s•uccessful COCM war fighting strategies.

The last chapter revisits the key issues on C3 CM and the

requirements for implementing an effective joint strategy.
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CHAPTER 11

UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENTIAL

The Co'fard and Control Process. Understanding the process

that commarnders, both frierdly and enemy, use to control forces in

the fiald is crucial to implementing strategies aimed at this

critical center ol g-ra•ity.

Command and Control (C,-ý) has two purposes. It proviaes control

over friendly forces while also acting to guide opponent decisions

by occupying the enemy so completely that he can only respond and

not initiate any actions. These purposes act in support of the

accomplishment of the mission.'

CL- can not be discussed without defining an important

ingredient to its effectiveness. C2 consists of a process followed

to control ferces and a system used to physically implement the

process. This system, defined as Command, Control, Communications

(Cs-3), is the particular arrangement of personnel, equipment,

communications, facilities, and procedures used by a commander to

support decision making and control forces. CO is the centr-al

system that ties together the Ce process. Effective employment and

control of Ca system resources to support the CO process are the

responsibility of the joint commander. 2  Although the remainder of

the discussion of C- will center on the process, the system is key

to the efficiency of the process.

It is important to understand the steps of the CO process for
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friendly commanders most critical steps while disrupting the

enemy's process.

Numerous smodels attem;pt Ic. describe the C, process. OrnE •oted

model, shown in Figure 1, was developed by Dr. Joel Lawson. There

are five basic functions depicted in the model: SENSE, PROCESS,

COMPARE, DEC[DE, and AOT.'

The SE;*r function involves all the data gathering activities,

systems and procedures. It uses national and tactical assets to

give the commander continuous and timely coverage of events and

areas. The PROCESS function takes the raw data collected in the

SENSE function and turns it into meaningful information. In the

PROCESS function, fusion of intelligence data is performed. This

lusion converts raw data from multiple sources into finished

intelligence information for use in other functions. In the

COMPARE function, the state of the environment determined from the

information delivered by the PROCESS function is compared with a

desired state. The DECIDE function determines the specific action

that needs t:v be accD-plished in order to change the current state

of the environment to the desired state. Finally, the P-:7 function

is the interface between the commander and the environment. It is

the means by which decisions are directed and subordinate forces

controlled. "

Intelligence and the CO Process. Intelligence is imperative

for a commander to make decisions. It provides the SENSE function

with the data necessary to begin the Ce process. Without
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intelligence on ene:r-y -apabilities and assets, effective plans can

not• !ý-- 5 -= ed no- can good decisions e - Intelligence can

provide the edge that comes froý,- not cmv le kro-wing what the ererty is

doing, but also from anticipating what he will do next. The

fol•.wing sections explain the intelligence cycle, and show the

interaction of intelligence in the CO process.

Intelligence is the product that results from evaluating,

analyzing, integr-ating and interpreting all available information

on one or tore aspects of foreign nations or areas of oper-aticns.S

Converting information into intelligence is a five step cycle.

Planning and direction invo ives detern-ining the exact

intelligence r-equirenezts and preparing a collection plan. The

joint commander and staff provide needs for collection by

identifying essential elements of information (EEls). tnce an

intelligenca requirements have been validated, orders and requests

for infct-mation are issued to information collection assets. This

pt-ocess is dynamic and continuous checks are performed on the

col lection assets. Plans and directirns are modified based on how

well the intelligence produced actually satisfies user

requirements.

Collection is the acquisition and delivery of information to

the proper processing unit for producing intelligence. The full

spectrum of collection systems have the capability to deliver vast

quantities of detailed information but directed collection, based

on EEls., depends on how cooperative the enemy is and the type of

collection efforts that are e•r-loyed.

Processing is the conversion of information into a form that a
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person or ,rachirie can use. Processing includes translation of

foreign docutoents into the :anguage of the user, converting

photographic information in a form that ca-ý _ -- =.rted 4-:- -

computer, or reformatting intelligence into compatible transmission

standards. In the production stage, information is converted into

finished intelligence through integration, analysis, evaluatio- and

interpretation of all source data to support known or anticipated

_-a, .- ments. This is where information from various sources

is fused to give a complete picture, situation or event. At the

CINC level this is acccmplished at the Joint Intelligence Center

(3IC).

Dissemination involves Getting the intelligence to the user in

a form he can understand. Without the delivery of intelligence to

the user, the rest of the cycle is useless.-

This ints:l ience : scle .. pc:-ta.t fo•r the 0 to opertte

effectively. Figure 2 shows the interaction between the

Intelligence cycle and the CO process. Intelligence helps the

cecision maker plan, structure, and employ forces to counter the

enemy. The intelligence cycle interacts with and operates as a

function to the CO process. The essential tasks of intelligence

for the process are to assess and forecast changes in the enemy

situation. These forecasts guide the CO SENSE functions by

indicating where and when to look for more data and allow the

DECIDE function to determine the best means to accomplish a given

mission. The DECIDE function correlates available intelligence

from the intelligence cycle with real time information. This

intelligence aids the PROCESS function by providing a base to
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identify the patterns that may signify important enemy activities.

Because of the interrelationship of the intelligence and CO cycles,

the timeliness and effectiveness of CO is dependent on the

timeliness and effectiveness of the intelligence cycle.

The Command and Control Differential. The CO process is

dynamic and continuous process that is based on the e=.i.-.• =nt.

The goal of the .Is t- . understand tne situation and direct

forces through the system faster and more effectively that the

oppone=nt. In this way the initiative and element of surprise is

gai-nd and the likelihood of success for the operations is

increased.

Time is essential in the area of operations. The commander who

can deploy forces at the righz place and at the right time can

usually do well in a crisis. To do this the commander has to find

out what is going on, compare and decide what to do about it, act

on the decision by directing his forces, and keep track of how the

operation is going. He must perform this cycle in such a way as to

force the enemy to respond defensively rather that independently

planning his own actions.

T-he time it takes the C,- process to operate plays heavily in a

commander's ability to deploy forces. Figure 3 shows the dynamics

of the Cr process. An event requiring a response occurs at time,

Te, and the response must be completed by some later time, Tp,

after which planned actions may be preempted by other events.

Figure 3 shows that two major time factors make up that total time

to act. These are the CO system response time, To, and the time
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FIGURE 3

THE COMMAND AND CONTROL DIFFERENTIAL
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required by forces to act once directed, Tp - To.7' Within the

context of avaiiable time, tne faster the CO process operates, the

more time the forces have to act. The command and control

dife ..... , ....een friendly and enemy forces is created 5v

decreasinq Vie- friendly Cr control cycle time or increasirg the

enemy's. Because of the interrelationship between the .r:-zass,

CO and the intelligence cycle, the faster and more effectively each

a:t a.nd '.ter-' greater the charn:es arefo ca7,tzr, t~he

command and control differential. The effi:iencies of these

systems are •4:ey to the joint forces mission success.

The JFC can use a war fighting strategy to slow down the enemy

CO process (or increase the cycle time) while protecting his own CO

process. This strategy, C`-CM is explained in the following

chap ter.
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CHAPTER [[I

TJ4E WAR FIGHTING STRATEGY

Throughout history, commanders have realized the importance of

both intelligence and deception for success in battle. Sun Tzu

theorized that in battle knowledge of both your own situation and

the enemy's was one of the keys to success. He recommended the use

of secret agents, craps, and maneuvers to both confuse the emy

and gain information. This knowledge should then be used to both

aeceive the enemy and allow strikes against his most vulnerable

ooints or, in more mor'e-, terms, centers of gravity. Sun Tzu

summarized that by masking the strength of one's own military

forces, the e:aey could be lulled into complacency and surprised by

an attack in unexpected places and at unexpected times.'

In this _ra of reducing military capabilities Sun Tzu's

principles require greater scrutiny and integrated implementation.

Concepts and strategies must be integrated at planning and

execution that use a C4CM war fighting strategy to destroy or

disrupt enemy CE while conserving our own prc-ess and systeims. Su•-

Tzu's principles of "smart fighting" through deceiving and

manipulating an opponent while continually striking at critical

enemy commaurd and control elements must be fully implemented as a

war fighting strategy of the future. The JFC needs to use COCM to

create the CO differential. Joint Forces need to use an integrated

strategy that coordinates available lethal and nonlethal means of

=age 1 3



attacking an enemy's "' while protecting friendly C- capabilities.

C-OCM is defined as the integrated use of operations security,

military deception, jamming and physical destruction, supported by

intelligence, to deny information to, influence, degrade, or

destroy adversary CO capabilities and to protect friendly CO

against such actions.0

The COCM model in Figure 4 shows the relationships inherent in

the CCICM definitions. The tools of the trade, OPSEC, jamming,

deception, and destruction are used to perform the two noted

missions to implement the total COCM strategy. 3 The use of C•CM

tools can best be understood by examining how they are used to

support Counter CO or CO Protection activities.

Counter C*. OPSEC is the means by which weapons tactics and

technology are protected from disclosure to unfriendly sources.

Secure communications, TEMPEST protection, physical security, and

counterintelligence all can leave the enemy guessing as to the

friendly force's real intentions. OPSEC is often considered

defensive in nature, but when used effectively, it can cut off the

enemy's ability to anticipate friendly forces' actions. Practicing

good OPSEC often can keep the enemy's intelligence gathering

apparatus idle and deter the SENSE function in the enemy's CO

process or it can steer the enemy's SENSE function to r -eceive

'.-"--ation deliberately made available to him. By keeping our

mtiitary's actions and intentions hidden, the enemy will be forced

to operate in the dark. Without knowledge, the opponent will make

operational decisions based on incomplete or possibly erroneous
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FIGURE 4
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information, thereby degr-ading his overall m.ission effectiveness.

The JFC should realize that by overdoing OPSEC the positive

benefits of this tool may be overshadowed by hidden costs. The

dane:-r of "too much" OPSEC is that by concealing all friendiy

activities, z-a vioa of vital information to friendly units is

decreased and overall friendly control over subordinate units may

be lost.

Sun Tzu realized that deception could provide commanders with

the means to use surprise to strike rapidly at enemy critical

nchees." Deception is a means of manipulating the enemy to act in a

manner that is more beneficial to friendly forces. For deception

to be accomplished, i Ite igence is needed on ro-.v tne ne-ey i

and operates, how his CO system works, what his intelligence assets

are, and how htie perceives friendly forces. Deception acts on the

enemy's CO process by allowing his SENSE function to gather false

information that is intentionally made available. Erroneous

information on unit size and location, assets and capabilities, an'd

intentions can be lea;eed to the enemy so that a distorted view of

friendly military forces and intention is obtained. This may cause

enemy decision making to be flawed so that decisions made may

actually hurt their subordinate forces rather than help them. The

JFC must inae;% the use of deception with OPSEC and jamming for

if the enemy doesn't sense the deception information deception

efforts effects are reduced.

Jamming to used to degrade enemy C1. It can interrupt the

communications that are needed for the C0 process to operate:

making it difficult for the PROCESS, COMPARE, DECIDE, and ACT
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-functions to perform. By disrupting sensor input or c_..-muications

;e.oithin a CO system, the flow of information to the commander and

the rate at which he can disseminate orders is decreased.

Subsecar!tly, his C2 process is slowed. Jamming, however, is only

temporary, and operators, once they realize they are being jammed,

a z & - E- e e r t s .

A jamming operation should support the JFCs overall operational

plan. Fragmented jamming may hinder the enemy in some aspects,

but, at the same time, alert him to friendly actions. A jamming

plan for the appropriate targets should be oevelopeo and executed

in a concerted manner to ensure friendly actions are not

intentionally given away to a perceptive enemy commander. For

instance, jamming short range acquisition radars, while leaving

long range early warning raw.- ,- _ ill allow tne enemy to

prepare his defenses along the line of approach, since he will

sense incoming aircraft before they get into his primary defense

zone. By Jaming early warning radars, the enemy reaction time and

subsequent ability to get weapons on target is reduced.

Destru.ton is c--nsidered to be the most permanent Counter C"

measure and can adversely effect any or all of the CO functions.

Destruction techniques in support of Counter C4 measures involve

the selc-:eid use of debilitating actions to destroy identified

critical parts of a CO system that implement the Ce process. This

surgical dissection of the CO system may be more effective than the

less efficient mass destruction of units and eauipment.

Destruction involves the identification of critical components

whose absence will cause the greatest impediment to enemy Cm.
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Before using desti.cti:n, questions about the effects, scope,

and the ieiigth of the effects must be answered. iThi t e it oa e

possible to destroy some targets, it is virtually impossible tv

destroy every potential C* target. Destructive techniques can also

be used to cause apprehension. For example, if radar sites are a
S

primary target, radar operators, after seeing adjacent units radar

assets destroyed, may hesitate to turn on their own radars.

Operator apprehension may cause limited or total disruption of the

remaining radar with a reduction in sensory input to the enemy Ce

system.

Counter CO is concerned with the effective degradation of an

enemy's CO capability rather than total destruction. As mentioned,

the JFC does not have the assets to destroy all CO nodes of

interest. However, by applying C4CM strategy the enemy is forced to

cperate differently caýsieg his operations to be degraded. Forcing

the enemy to use nodes and means of communications that he does not

normally use vr overloading nets with traffic normally received or,

other networks will, almost certainly, reduce his ability to move

inrmatiori t-lirough the C0 systea; and create the C" differential.

CO Protection. Ca Protection consist of those activities

friendly forces take to maintain the effectiveness of joint forces

C3 despite the enemy's and friendly counter CO actions.

Understanding that everything done against an enemy can be

reciprocated, the critical role of CO protection becomes evident.

OPSEC is one of the key areas that the JFC can use to protect

friendly capability and intentions. OPSEC is accomplished by
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identiliying, t.olir.g, an. protecting inoicators with provicde

tne enemy information on plans and operations.• Intelligence

gathering against enemy OPSEC can be increase to keep up to date

information on enemy actions to better protect against them. The

ability zo m~ask deploy'ment, ana deceive the enemy could create the
A

Ce differential and influence the outcome of the operations but the

commander must be aware that even the slightest indicators may tip

the enemy to friendly plans.

Protection against destruction consists of physically

hardening, dispersing, or moving fri._-di CO sites. To protect

againsu the enemny's capability to create the C2 differential

friendly forces need to protect. critical CO nodes through use of

hardened, redundant, mobile survivable communications assets. For

protection against jamming action electronic

counter-countermeasures can be used to ensure friendly effective

use of the spectrum despite the enemies efforts to deny friendly

use.

Counter C"• requires discipline in all areas of military

operations and encompasses phrysical, communications, electronic,

emissions, transmissions and cryptographic security measures.

Intelligence and C3 CM. The requirements for intelligence can

be defined by the type of COCM strategy that the JFC implements.

As the commander decides how and when to use his war fighting

strategy, intelligence must be tailored to support the strategy

implementation. For intelligence to contribute to the war fighting

strategy it must be accurate and timely. Intelligence information
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must be gatherec on eremy 'systems, capabilities and intentions for

Counter C1 nissions. Counter C:73 depends on the ability to

determine which adversary C3 systems are the most critical for the

joint actions pilanned or underway." .1 5s Liaportant to identify

how t.... ;-s C-e:y.it e and the r•1 ical nodes.

COCM strategies require identification of the enemy's EEl needs and

his means of intelligence collection and processing. Friendly

intelligence needs to provide information to the JFC for direction

and redirection of C3 CM efforts with timely feedback to determine

effectiveness. The JFC needs intelligence for his CýrCM strategy

Sobtained from all sources of collection

* Real time or as near as possible

* over an extended geography and a deep look

* based on systems that are interoperable and are able to

fun-tion in a joint environnment.

Intellige-ne on enemy C' is necessary to properly plan C1CM. It

is clear without intelligence CfCM toss are ineffective and

Counter CO and C4 Protection can not be accomplished.

There is e! ffirect interrelationshipw betwoeen the in'telligence

cycle, C 3 and COCM. Figure 5 show how intelligence impacts on the

CO process and COCM strategy. COCM is implemented through the C2

process. Decisions that commanders ma4:e are guided by the tailored

intelligence produced in the intelligence cycle. This cycle

produces intelligence both on the enemy's Cf- systems azd the

protection to his CO systems. The commander then makes a decision

to employ tne tzols of COCM to attack the enemy's attempts to
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FIGURE 5

COCM, INTELLIGENCE AND C- PROCESS
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protect his U'- or disrL.pTs the enemy CU systems.

Conclusigns. C=u-nter C:3 *rd C*3 Protection activities do wore

th- "-St Counter- ar- protect C01. These COCM strategies should be

- ...-'- •-•- t•sof war in order to - -ing

the best combination o-f lethal and nonlethal assets to bear on the

enemy at the right place and the right time. C*CM can create the

CP- differential by preventing the enemy from effectively using his

C2 system to counter other offensive actions.

The key problems facing the JFC in implementing C 3 CM are

integrating and blending the options, techniquaes •rd capabilities

inherent in the component commands. Desert Sto:-r, proved that

electronics are pervasive thrcughout the joint command, not just in

con.unicatians, intelligence and electronic warfare systems.7

Enteg-rating CIC!M throughout the command requires the 3FC have

e::.perts working together as a ý-eam to take advantage of the

benefits of this war fighting strategy. The -next chapter offers

su~gestiors for improving the planning and im.,plementation of joint

CMCM.
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CHAPTER IV

I MPLEMENT I NG COCM

'Effectively integrated joint forces expose no weak:. point o-

seams to enemy actions, while they rapidly and efficiently find and

attack enemy weak points."' This chapter offers suggestions for

the JFC to accomplish the above goal while implementing C" CM.

CCM in the Joint Environment: Inteqrated, Synchronized,

Coordinated. COCM principles must be integrated into a war

fighting strategy at the joint level. Integrated employment of

C3CM is the essence of the war fighting strategy.0 It is necessary

to have a coordinated plan from the JFC to achieve superior C" and

synchronize actions against adversary CO. Too often C"CM is

included as a afterthought without realizing its potential to seize

the initiative during an op.ration. It is t-cugh the joint,

synchronized planning and execution of deception, OPSEC, jamming

and destruction that the Ce differential can be attained. C"CM

must be part of operations planning.

The Navy has developed a plan to establish a separate

electronic warfare and space commander reporting to the Navy

Component Commander. The purpose is to integrate communications,

intelligence and electronic warfare assets and techniques with one

commander to provided a synchronized war fighting strategy. 0  The

lesson for the JFC is that this type of warfare requires dedicated
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-:.i:•d_,-as s-'1• staff to be -:-,--:essful in joint operations. First,

the JFC should have a team of dedicated experts in operations,

intelligence, c,,in.caticns= and component commands CMCM

capabilities to plan and execute C:CM as an integrated,

synchronized and coordinated war fighting strategy. Through the

use of a tea'- . _-._e .s t _- c'.-. - - : .Y-.at his Cl., intelligence

and COCM assets are, plan for an integrated CmCM strategy, and use

service COCM assets that are mutually supportive to the overal]

operations. Secondly, in the future the JFC may find it necessary

to appoint a joint force component commander responsible for C3 CM,

space and electronic warfare similar to the Navy's concept to

control and deconflict the myriad of employment options.

Gua.-dinq the Indicators. Counter C• measures are the most

difficult to implement and measure the effectiveness. Often in

times of crisis protecting friendly CI efforts suffer either

through neglect, time factors or ignorance. OPSEC requires

constant vigilance and forethought. The JFC must establish clear

cut direction prior to hostilities and enforce those directives.

The JFC and staff must control tertiary variations in actions that

give the adversary c2 F, -iendy action"o the

commencement of the Desert Storm air r-aid over Baghdad, [raqis

could have estimated the time of attack by monitoring the phone

lines of pizza shops in northern Virginia. There was a noticeable

increase in rush pizza delivery orders f-om staffers who were

working late at the Pentagon.•

The JFC and staff must regulate changes in communications
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patterns -.hat provide_ lnformatio.-; on actions. At the

Headquarters, European Com.. nand, during a classified operation in

one of the African countries, uncleared telephone operators knew

that a crisis was occurring and knew the country it was occurring

in from the pattern and frequency of calls they were asked to
A

place.

The 3FC and staff must institute and practice habits in day to

day operations that will provide operations security during war.

For instance at the beginning Desert Shield, critical Ce circuit

outages were not classified. Adversaries could have gleamed

en~iai :---':-zation about the most critical C- nodes by

monitoring signalers conversations about C 3 outages. After several

days, this information became classified. Difficulties resulted

oecause this required instituting practices that had not been

exercised previously. What should have been second nature and a

matter of habit was not because OPSEC in this area had not been

instituted in day to day operations.

Fixing Joint Intelligence Cycle and C3 Capabilities. C3CM

efforts are inextricably linked to the efficiency of friendly

intelligence efforts and communications capabilities. C3 systems

provide the JFC with critical and relevant information, in time to

make the difficult war fighting decisions. CO systems provide the

medium for the command and control process to function. The more

relevant, timely and concise the medium the more efficiently the C2

process will function. Key to the effectiveness of the CO process

is a correlated intelligence cycle that is responsive to requests
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for es--f~ial elements of information.

Lessons from Desert Storm indicate that there are illnesses in

intellg-ence and communications capabilities that must be cured.

3oint interoperability is not a principle that can be assumed by

the JFC. A review of the Desert Storm lessons learned showed

problems such as: intelligence systems not designed to withstand

the rigors of combat; different CO procedures for the U.S. Marine

Corps support to maritime aerd land operations; inability to

communicate with coalition forces; lack of centralized control of

communications; and overloaded communications systems preventing

units from obtaining needed intelligence. In addition, there were

no operational CO plans during the first four months of the Desert

Shield and ro frequen:.' management for several weeks. Problems

with seccrndary dissemination of intelligence data in theater caused

users difficulties with intelligence timeliness, accuracy and

use! U.. 1 ness *4

Intelligence and communications assets must function properly

t.- ensure that C4CM is impl-tented and the feedback required to

ensure the effectiveness of 4oint C;CM strategy is provided. If

the intelligence and communication problems are not repaired we can

create -. regative CO differential that benefits the adversary while

degrading our own CI process. In future operations, commanders

must ensure that we are not our own worst enemy and cure the

intelligence and communications problems.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

For success in the high technology wars of the future the JFC

must plan, practice and execute integrated and synchronized joint

C 3 CM to create the Ce differential. The joint and coordinated use

of COCM assets generates an opportunity not only to compensate for

the weak areas in the component commands assets but also to obtain

an intensifying effect. Land, sea, air, special operations and

space assets all contribute to the joint commanders ability to

defeat the CO capabilities of the enemy.

C13CM is an effective war fighting strategy that is aimed at the

enemy's Ca process, communications and intelligence cycles while

protecting friendly capabilities to control forces. For the joint

strategy to be most effective it needs to planned and directed by a

team 2f experts on the joint staff. Joint Commanders reed to

emphasize C 3 Protection missions with a concentration on OPSEC.

Continued emphasis needs to be placed on making our communications

and intelligence capabilities interoperable and effective among the

component commands for continued Joint success.

In the future, strategic objectives may be met by linking joint

assets in a C 3 CM strategy to debilitate the enemy's abiAix; T-0

control his forces in conflict. When the CO differential is gained

and the enemy commander can no longer control his forces his defeat

is virtually assured. Joint COCM strategy can be most effective

because its aim is to defeat the commander. JFC can render enemy
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commanders helpless by employing joint C3CM strategies. B.H.

Lidell Hart states that "It is in the minds of the commander that

the issue of battle is really decided".' The JFC can use COCM to

attack the minds of the enemy commanders and meet our strategic

military objectives while conserving our forces.
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